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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

I was recently featured on Bulletproof Radio with Dave Asprey, a Silicon Valley
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Amazon preordered 100,000 copies of the book, which signals just how popular this

information is. Unfortunately, because the book has been so popular and due to

printing delays, hard cover versions will not be available until the end of May; however,

the Kindle version is now available

"

Most of what you see on mainstream media and social media — including Google,

Twitter, Facebook and YouTube — is sophisticated propaganda derived from decades

of data stolen from you and the rest of the population by Google

"

If you rely on the fully captured mainstream media, you will only hear the oPcial

propaganda narrative about the pandemic, because everything else has been censored

"

Decentralized web options are the solution, which is why we need to develop

decentralized censorship-resistant internet and social media platforms

"

The podcast features some of the most important take-home messages about COVID-

19, including its likely lab origins, how to use hydrogen peroxide to stay healthy and its

role as a cog in the machine to erode freedom and promote authoritarian rule
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entrepreneur, founder and CEO of bulletproof.com. I’ve interviewed Dave about

fasting and the role ketones play in COVID-19, but this time we talked about my book,

“The Truth About COVID-19,” which was released April 29, 2021.

Amazon preordered 100,000 copies of the book, which signals just how popular this

information is. Unfortunately, because the book has been so popular and due to

printing delays, hard cover versions will not be available until the end of May.

However, the Kindle version is now available.

It doesn’t take much digging to realize that most of what you see on mainstream

media and social media — including Google, Twitter, Facebook and YouTube — is

being cleverly manipulated with sophisticated propaganda derived from decades of

data stolen from you and the rest of the population by Google.

If you rely only on these mainstream media, you will only hear the oPcial propaganda

narrative about the pandemic, because everything else has been censored —

everything, 100%. In our interview, you can hear a few of the best tips to not only stay

healthy, but to learn the truth about what appears to be a very dark agenda. One of the

biggest motivating catalysts behind this engineered pandemic is this transfer of

wealth from most everyone to a global tyranny.

In the long term, the goal is to convert us into digital assets that can be controlled and

manipulated. It appears their intent is to put us in a virtual world that essentially

makes us digital assets that can be traded. Decentralized options are the solution,

which is why we need to develop decentralized censorship-resistant internet and

social media platforms.

My Favorite Browser for Privacy and Free Speech

One of the \rst steps to bowing out of the censorship is to seek out a browser that

https://www.bulletproof.com/
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/01/31/dave-asprey-fasting.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/06/07/how-to-raise-your-ketone-levels.aspx
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will give you uncensored content and privacy online. I am convinced that the most

secure browser out there is Brave; you can download the extension Swisscows for a

default search engine. For encrypted email, sign up with ProtonMail, which is based in

Switzerland, and ditch your Gmail address, which is allowing Google to copy and store

every character you write.

Between this and your Google web searches, Big Tech knows nearly everything about

you. Your privacy is continuously violated, and if that isn't bad enough, they're using

this collected information to understand and accurately predict your behavior and the

behavior of society, so they not only predict it, but manipulate and control it.

Free-speech alternatives to Facebook and Twitter include Gab, MeWe, Minds and

Parler. Uncensored alternatives to YouTube include Bitchute, Rumble, Brighteon,

BrandNewTube, Banned.video and Thinkspot.

The Roots of an Engineered Pandemic

We \rst reported on the idea that SARS-CoV-2 is a lab-engineered virus in my

interview with Francis Boyle over a year ago, which received well over 1 million views.

Of course, our coverage was disparaged as fake news and removed from YouTube,

but since then even more supportive evidence has emerged.

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National Institute of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases (NIAID), led by Dr. Anthony Fauci, have funded gain-of-function

research on coronaviruses. Several such grants were given to EcoHealth Alliance,

which in turn subcontracted some of that research to the Wuhan Institute of Virology

(WIV) in China.

EcoHealth Alliance is led by Peter Daszak, who is on WHO’s investigative team that

recently dismissed the lab-accident theory. Among the more compelling

https://protonmail.com/
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/03/22/dr-francis-boyle-bioterrorism.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/04/09/who-enters-damage-control-mode.aspx
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“coincidences” that hint at lab-origin are the facts that the WIV has admitted storing

and working with bat coronaviruses collected signi\cant distances away from the lab,

and that it’s the only biosafety lab in China that studies human coronaviruses.

These viruses include RaTG13,  the closest known ancestor to SARS-CoV-2, obtained

from miners who fell ill with severe respiratory illness after working in a Mojiang mine

in 2012. We're not suggesting in the book that this was an engineered virus that was

intentionally released on the population. It could have been, but there's no proof of

this that I'm aware of. However, it appears to have been, at a minimum, accidentally

released.

The World Health Organization Connection

The World Health Organization is another important player to be aware of, an agency

that’s being engineered by Bill Gates, who became the WHO’s biggest funder when

then-President Trump removed U.S. support in 2020. The entire response to the

global pandemic was facilitated by the WHO. Their recommendations were followed

lock-step by virtually every government on Earth.

According to long-term WHO insider Astrid Stuckelberger, Ph.D., Bill Gates’ vaccine

alliance, GAVI, is directing the WHO, which has essentially turned global health

security into a dictatorship, where the director general has assumed sole power to

make decisions by which member states must abide.

In 2017, Gates asked to be part of the WHO’s executive board — like a member state

— because of his funding. While the “one-man nation-state of Gates” was not

oPcially voted in, it appears he may have been granted unoPcial power of ineuence.

WHO’s solution to the pandemic is vaccination, and they actively worked to discredit

other solutions, including natural therapies like vitamins C and D, and drugs like

1

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/04/21/bill-gates-political-power.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/04/23/economic-collapse-2020.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/03/19/gavi-bill-gates-world-health-organization.aspx
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hydroxychloroquine. The fake hydroxychloroquine study in The Lancet, which was

ultimately retracted after being exposed, is a perfect example.

This study, which was found to be completely fraudulent, was reported as fact,

worldwide, by virtually all mainstream media and continues to serve as the basis for

the WHO’s discrediting of hydroxychloroquine.

The Vaccine Is Experimental Gene Therapy

You cannot have a “vaccine” that does not meet the de\nition of a vaccine. Up until

recently, Merriam-Webster de\ned a vaccine as “a preparation of killed

microorganisms, living attenuated organisms, or living fully virulent organisms that is

administered to produce or arti\cially increase immunity to a particular disease.”

COVID-19 vaccines are not conventional vaccines made with live or attenuated

viruses. They're actually gene therapies. The P\zer and Moderna vaccines are made

with lipid nanoparticles that contain polyethylene glycol (PEG)  and messenger RNA

(mRNA). mRNA are snippets of genetic code that carries instructions for cells to

produce proteins.

The de\nition of genetic is “relating to genes” and genes contain instructional code

that tell the body what proteins to make. Therapy is the medical treatment of disease,

so mRNA vaccines are very clearly gene therapy. In fact, in Moderna’s 2018 SEC \ling,

Moderna states: “Currently, mRNA is considered a gene therapy product by the FDA.”

Another problem is related to how long the mRNA remains stable in your system, as

it’s encased in a nanolipid to prevent it from degrading too rapidly.

The idea behind mRNA vaccines is that by tricking your body into creating the SARS-

CoV-2 spike protein, your immune system will produce antibodies in response. But

2
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4

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/07/08/the-lancet-retraction-hydroxychloroquine-clinical-trial.aspx
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what happens when you turn your body into a viral protein factory, thus keeping

antibody production activated on a continual basis with no ability to shut down?

Decentralized Web, Crypto Assets Are Part of the Solution

As Dave says in the podcast, if this is all starting to sound pretty dark, let’s look on the

bright side. There are many potential solutions, along with an increasing number of

people aware of the need for them. A decentralized, blockchain-based web can

provide part of the answer, and I am currently working with some of the brightest

minds in the tech space who are committed to preserving your personal freedoms

and liberties.

The technology  focuses on maintaining data sovereignty, giving you control over your

data and privacy, and undoing the current system of surveillance capitalism where Big

Tech pro\ts off your personal data and uses it against you at the same time. In this

Web 2.0, tech monopolies also will no longer have the ability to censor.

Moving away from the traditional banking system is also important, as they’re going

to force a central bank digital currency, which is essentially a smart contract that

could limit your personal freedom in nefarious ways. Decentralized cryptocurrencies

like bitcoin can get you out of the \nancial system and provide an alternative source

to store your wealth while offering a solution to the impending tyranny and seizure of

your \nances.

In the meantime, safeguarding your Constitutional rights and civil liberties against

unlawful government overreach is essential. Once those freedoms are relinquished,

they will be diPcult, if not impossible, to get back, so we must refuse to comply with

tyrannical proposals such as vaccine passports, while we still can.

It is really important to recall that our founding fathers of the United States warned us

5
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that the price of liberty is eternal vigilance and if you are asleep at the wheel — as

many are — that is precisely what will happen.

 

Maxwell53

Covid 2020– a blatant massive extortion racket for big pharma and their criminal doctor and public

health friends that is raining misery on hundreds of millions of people worldwide, uncritically accepted

by the privileged, nominally educated people who are participating in and actively promoting mass

medical experimentation and child abuse. “Honey, come look! I have found alarming evidence that all

the so-called ‘top scientists’ advising our murderous government are working for the private interests

of a self-proclaimed depopulationist and eugenicist multi-billionaire. ”A real pandemic wouldn’t require

a 24/7 marketing campaign.

"Public health” in the U.S. is a political program of crushing dissenting voices that stand in the way of

Pharma pro\ts. It has nothing to do with the actual health of the public. Stop believing in a government

that has never shown concern for you before and that now wants to “treat” you with a medical system

that’s the third leading cause of death. But hey, we are to believe it took viruses 4 billion years,

co-evolving with cells, plants, and animals to \nally \nd a mutation that forces an advanced species to

always wear masks, permanently socially isolate, and be vaccinated twice a year? I believe that people

with immense wealth and power conspire. If you still cannot fathom that people with immense wealth

and power conspire, then that doesn’t make me a “conspiracy theorist” — it makes you a coincidence

theorist. And an idiot.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

wwalkerware

Maxwell,  EXCELLENT!  I only wish that somehow I  could cut my son's head open and infuse your

message into whatever is left of his simple minded wife controlled,  msm ineuenced, brain before

they permanently damage my grandchildren,  if they haven't already....I'm scared to ask, and they're

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Maxwell53/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/wwalkerware/default.aspx
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scared to disclose...anyway thanks for the message..keep 'um coming

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Randyfast

"A real pandemic wouldn’t require a 24/7 marketing campaign."...and there it is! If people were

actually getting sick and "dying in the streets" - I'm pretty sure that I would notice! In other words;

there's no real EVIDENCE of a pandemic; so, we need to be constantly told that we are living in a

pandemic - or, we just may forget that we're being "ravaged by a killer virus"!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

chuxtuff

I'm going to borrow your "A real pandemic wouldn’t require a 24/7 marketing campaign." line and

have it made into a bumper sticker. I use these guys and have for years - www.makestickers.com/  

Anyone who comments and I'll give YOU a plug. Thanks!!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Charly ali

That is so precise, and beautifully straightforward, at the same time. Thanks for sharing your

thoughts.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/chuxtuff/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Charly-ali/default.aspx
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Darzoum

"Coincidence theorist"... excellent!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

StandFastPats

Max53 - Exactly!I am but ONE voice in a large family and their off-spring and In-laws and their

off-spring. All kowtowing to government lies and threats. With my immune support regimen, I will

not die of the "virus".   I will die of a co-morbidity or old age.  I will NOT die as a "coincidence" of

gene therapy. Do not believe any advice from government employees. Scientists,  doctors,

politicians, etc. They don't want to lose their cushy jobs, so they LIE.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

shannonaz

We cannot let mainstream media dictate the words "conspiracy theorist or quacks" - we cannot let

them de\ne us. Lets turn the tables & enlighten others using the word Humanist to counteract the

dark forces. The word "Conspiracy" has been so highjacked as THE deeective word to all rational

thought that we have to change the conversation.  Push back against the opposition needs to

underline the basic idea that we stand FOR the rights of human beings in their natural state.  The

Sun, Food, Air, & Water are no longer in a natural state---i.e. Chemtrails, GMO, Pollution & Fluoride.

The last frontier is to tinker with & corrupt the genetic composition of the Human Being. We have

endured all the corruption to the natural world, but now they want us and our children, quite

literally.  Therefore, our anthem should represent Human freedom.

Leaders of the 2020/21 Humanist Movement:

You

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/StandFastPats/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/shannonaz/default.aspx
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Dr. Joseph Mercola - American - Alternative Medicine Proponent

Dr. Vandana Shiva - India

Dr. Pierre Kory & Dr. Simone Gold -American Frontline Doctors Group

Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche - Germany PhD in Virology (sort of, up for debate)

Dr. Michael Yeadon -30 years former P\zer VP & chief Scientist for Allergy & Respiratory

Professor / Dr. Didier Raoult -  France

Dr. Sherri Tenpenny

DR. Reiner Fuellmich - Lawyer

Dr. Knut Wittkowski - Ph.D., Epidemiologist

Dr. Stefano Scoglio, B.Sc, Ph.D. from Italy

Dr. Vernon Coleman from U.K.

Robert F. Kennedy Jr.  Children's Defense Defense - Lawyer

Dr. Carrie Madej

Dr. Andrew Wake\eld

Dr. Christiane Northrup

Dr. Elke F. De Klerk - Holland

Dr. Lee Merritt

Dr. Larry Palevsky

Dr. Andrew Kaufman

Dr Rachid Buttar
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Dr Judy Mikovits

Catherine Austin Fitts - Whistle Blower

Del Bigtree  

Russell Brand - Under The Skin Podcast

Edward Snowden - Whistle Blower

*Everyone on the forum, please help me & send names to add to the list, especially Internationally

that I missed.  I am putting together a Manifesto & videos to go with each, thank you my fellow

Humanists

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

SmokyJoe

A quote from a book I read in the 80s (and still have) called "None Dare Call it Conspiracy":

Everyone knows that Adolph Hitler existed.  No one disputes that.  The terror and destruction that

this madman ineicted upon the world is universally recognized.  Hitler came from a poor family

which had absolutely no social position.  He was a high school drop-out and nobody ever accused

him of being cultured.  Yet this man tried to conquer the world.  We know that.  We also know that a

man named Vladimir Lenin also existed.  Like Hitler, Lenin did not come from a family of social big

shots.  He spent most of his adult life in poverty and was responsible for the deaths of tens of

millions and the enslavement of nearly a billion more.  Like Hitler, Lenin schemed how he could

conquer the world.  We know that too.  Is it not theoretically possible that a billionaire could be

sitting not in a garret, but in a penthouse in Manhattan, London or Paris and dream the same

dream as Hitler and Lenin?  And such a man might form an alliance or association with other

like-minded men, might he not?  These men would be highly educated, command immense social

prestige, and be able to pool astonishing amounts of money to carry out their dreams.  These are

advantages that Hitler and Lenin did not have.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/SmokyJoe/default.aspx
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It is diPcult for the average individual to fathom such perverted lust for power.    Since he has no

lust for power, it is diPcult for him to imagine that there are others who have.  We know that there

have been Hitlers and Lenins and Stalins and Caesars throughout history.  Why would we assume

that there are no such men today with perverted lusts for power?  And if these men happen to be

billionaires, is it not possible that they would use men like Hitler and Lenin (and OBAMA and

BIDEN) as pawns in the game to seize power for themselves?

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Pat 444

@ Shannonaz: I can complete your list of Humanists with Professor Didier Raoult from Marseille

France. I will remember more of them yet.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Vtmaam

Add Catherine Austin Fitts to the whistleblowers. This vax is a messenger RNA vax using CRISPR

technology. Look up Ted Talk with CRISPR creator Jennifer Doudna on YouTube. It was \rst to be

delivered as an inhaler into the lungs but I guess changed into a shot. Big tech is involved in this.

This is a HUGE experiment!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

Ha ha I'm the same  as Darzoum. I liked the coincidence theorist, but also "nominally educated

people" who are maybe just suffering from the Dunning Kruger effect. Puffed up with their own self

importance, just wind bags of smelly eatulence. Oops soap box for sale ...slight scorch marks.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Pat-444/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/fitmaam/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/ICONOCLAST/default.aspx
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Posted On 05/01/2021

 

RobinVnity

You couldn't have said it better. My experience with most people I know who are normally very

intelligent people, swallowing this hook, line and sinker.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

StonyCreek

powerfully succinct

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

smi7896

Max...I don't know what to say except...Jeezus man, you're a helluva writer!  Couldn't quit nodding

my head!

Shannon, don't forget Leigh Dundas, an attorney from Orange County, Ca.  She is freakily on our

side!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

skweiler

A conspiracy is a crime which is PROVABLE in court. Just because the facts are hidden or not

easily discovered, doesn't mean that one can't convict a person of it. This may be not be

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Robinfinity/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/StonyCreek/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/smi7896/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/skweiler/default.aspx
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informative to this audience, but the CIA invented the new meaning of the term "conspiracy

theorist" to defame and neutralize the credibility of those who tried to counter the "oPcial line" (i.e.

the Warren Commission). The police haven't yet expressed support for any of the strange

"coincidences" (Which I won't mention here for obvious reasons.) which point to TPTB harassing

me. They suggest some kind of counseling.

Whoever came up with the idea of mental illness was very evil. One can see in some older TV

episodes (early 1960s) how anyone who acted strangely was "committed," or believed that

someone would "commit" them. Granted it was \ction, but the idea was either purposely being

used as propaganda (i.e. That people on TV were mentally ill so it might happen in real life - even

though, of course, TV is typically \ction.) or abnormal/unconventional people back then actually

were "arrested" by the police because they were "dangerous" as a means of being "helped" with

their "mental illness."

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

shangrila114

Shannonaz, you may want to include Dr. Stefan Lanka (

truthcomestolight.com/dr-stefan-lanka-dr-tom-cowan-how-we-got-into-thi..  ), Prof. Delores Cahill

( www.bitchute.com/.../DnHehyr9XBrv  ), Dr. Thomas Cowan ( www.bitchute.com/.../wCYa1fUjEZyz

), Prof. Sucharit Bhakdi ( www.bitchute.com/.../kgqjwWP2nxY1  ), Dr. Zach Bush (

www.bitchute.com/.../wxH7H0BPCXUu  ), & Jon Rappoport. Also possibly, Dr. Richard Fleming (

tv.gab.com/channel/ladybee/view/covid19-talk-with-dr-richard-eeming-5..  ) and Dr. Ryan Cole (

www.youtube.com/watch  ).

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

TheOrage

Shannonaz, also see www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2020-08-19/ivermectin-triple-therapy-..

https://articles.mercola.com/members/shangrila114/default.aspx
https://truthcomestolight.com/dr-stefan-lanka-dr-tom-cowan-how-we-got-into-this-mess-the-history-of-virology-deep-medical-deceptions/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/DnHehyr9XBrv/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/wCYa1fUjEZyz/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/kgqjwWP2nxY1/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/wxH7H0BPCXUu/
https://tv.gab.com/channel/ladybee/view/covid19-talk-with-dr-richard-fleming-5fff3c561d51dc7f19a3711c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oA-fTaGadyc
https://articles.mercola.com/members/TheOrage/default.aspx
https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2020-08-19/ivermectin-triple-therapy-protocol-for-covid-19-to-australian-gp
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 Dr Borody was the Australian doctor that came up with the cure for peptic ulcers but this took 10 -

20 years to be accepted.   It is now standard treatment.  Dr Borody also came up with a triple

therapy protocol which he believed would treat Covid 100% and was trying to get it manufactured

in USA but don't know how he is going with it.  He's probably up against the same evil forces.

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

vic6149

Shannonaz: Dr. Andreas Kalcker is a German biophysical researcher, also under heavy attack and

blatant censorship from Big Tech. He has investigated and registered several international patents

that deal with the therapeutic use of chlorine dioxide for both hypoxia and for ineammation,

infection, sepsis and Sars -Cov 2 -Coronavirus.

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

Karelaine

"Coincidence theorist"   We need memes, Billboards, T's and hats.  Nothing will catch the attention

of those who are led by emotional pc popular culture like feeling that some virtue signal may point

them out, lol.  If we can save even one lemming long enough to evaluate their shallow faith in the

establishment, it will be worth it.

Posted On 05/03/2021

 

Suzicreamcheese

Eeee by gum lad, ye've hit the nail right on the head!!  We need many, many more to wake up, but i

do think we are near the tipping point, away from idiocy and towards a more wholistic, caring,

better educated/informed, creative, imaginative, co-operative future, because to have such
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dystopia staring us in the face as it is doing, is bound to make a few extra pay attention....can you

tell, I'm an opti-myst!  We create the world we live in, with our compliance to date, following our

leaders....well, they've led us to here, so now it is time to take the reins of responsibility and \nd a

better path....I think it's called growing up.....away from the nanny state etc.

Posted On 05/03/2021

 

Kassie

As usual, another excellent article from Dr. Mercola, \lled with much-needed information and practical

tips and direction on how to protect yourself and our shared freedoms. I have been a bit surprised to

see that alternate sources for ordering the book are not listed anymore. The link takes you directly to

Amazon. I ordered my copy from Chelsea Green Publishing, and received it on April 26th. I just checked

and it's still in stock, though a little more money than Amazon. For those who are trying to keep from

adding to bezo's billions, you do have options on where you can obtain a copy of Dr. Mercola's

important new book.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

cka8184

Amazon ordered 100,000 copies of the book. Could that weigh in the balance when deciding on

distribution canals?

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Susan_g

Thank you Kassie, I just ordered the book from Chelsea Green publishing. I quit Amazon last
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September, glad to have another outlet for purchasing Dr. Mercola's newest book!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

skupe59

Yes to not buying things from Amazon and your \rst purchase on Chelsea Green comes with 25%

off.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Lakhana13

cka8184 - Dr Judy Mikovits told how amazon bought up her entire stock of books she wrote about

masks, then promptly got rid of them and never sold any. I am afraid these ***$ will do the same

with Dr M's book. Buy them out and never sell them depriving the public the truth.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

RoyGCarney

Well, Amazon cannot buy up all the Kindle editions.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

RichJedi

DELETED BILL GATES DOCUMENTARY SHOWING HE'S NOT ONLY A CRIMINAL, SOMETHING IS

MENTALLY WRONG WITH HIM
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rumble.com/vfwv1d-deleted-bill-gates-documentary-about-gmo-vaccines-an..

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Retsbew

Hello, RJedi.  At the beginning of the video that you have listed on rumble, Gates is \lmed rocking

in his chair in different seating arrangements.  I've seen him do this currently as well.  It is a

symptom of mental illness, but I detest thinking he could employ it as an excuse to disallow

bringing him to justice, which is something that needs to be done to protect us worldwide.  He

should not get away with the horrifying damage he has done thus far.  He and his wife and the

foundation must be closed down from ineicting further damage.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

poiesis

yes..  'tis imperative  now to be calling ,  in every way possible ;   for the ARREST of BG +

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Vladimira

All people who do not take care of their bodies are mentally unwell. Of all people, Bill Gates can

afford to eat better to improve his body. Moreover, he is from a privileged background and despite

of that looked unhealthful, deformed and unattractive even as a young man. All his family look

unhealthful, what a waste.

Posted On 05/01/2021
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CMT367

The "rocking repetitive motion" exhibited by Gates may be nothing more than extreme

RESENTMENT that the US D.O.J. had the nerve to interrogate him, on ANYTHING. At the time,

Gates was a cutthroat biz-man, after all. The commenters here labeling the behavior as "mental

illness" or "Asperger's" are making an assumption.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Kassie

Thank you for posting this link. I had seen this video once before, and was struck by the thought

that this man seemed quite mentally disturbed in his younger years. Not just the rocking, which

could be just a subconscious behavior of comforting oneself, but the seeming inability to process

the questions he was being asked.

Update to moebears: Agree on your comment about appearing to be a stall/avoidance tactic. I

thought of that, too, the second time I watched it, but his overall affect is so strange to begin with.

Possibly a combo of psych disturbance, stall/avoidance, deceit, and CYA.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Rich...I laughed when I imagined Bill & Melinda having nerd-sex...but stopped when I realized they

were inseminating the planet with demon seeds, incubus & succubus incarnate...even though I

don't believe in that stuff.

Posted On 05/01/2021
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moebears

Kassie, my opinion: I don't think he has an inability to process the questions being asked...it

appears to be a stall/avoidance tactic.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

cat6071

Retsbew... have you seen the pics of these 2 where they’re stating that Melinda is not the same

woman?  Some were offering that they were murdered in Africa after killing many with their

poisons.   The pics are side by side and she actually looks like a tranny now!  Yes KillGates is

de\nitely suffering from mental illness.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

har1272

For art imitating life, please watch the 1973 movie "Soylent Green" and the 2014 movie "Kingsman,

the Secret Service".

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

deegarzain

Wow!  Especially his last comment - wow!

Posted On 05/01/2021
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ICONOCLAST

That is why I think it is accurate to refer to him and his tax evasion as the ill Bill and Mal Melinda

sick trick world depopulation Foundation.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

RichJedi

Dr. Birx plainly admits "WE NO LONGER HAVE THE FLU" And all deaths are counted as COVID deaths.

rumble.com/vfkd9v-dr.-birx-we-no-longer-have-the-eu-and-counting-all-..

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

OhioNana

What is going on is evil but remember, God is allowing it. He could stop all of this in a heartbeat if he

wanted. But he does have a plan that will come to pass and this is only the beginning. No man can stop

his plan. Oh if man could only see and understand but mans heart is so hard and so far away from God.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

missmonty

OhioNana, hello. where in Ohio are you located? Ohio girl here also and a Christian who knows

what is going on. Good to see you on here. I agree with you. My Father is in control and sometimes

I admit I do get impatient but then He reminds me who exactly is in the drivers seat and
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encourages me to get in the back seat. blessings.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Kassie

Hi OhioNana, I liked your comment, and do get some degree of comfort from believing this may be

part of the greater Plan which was clearly outlined in the Bible. However, I do not believe this is an

excuse to sit back and allow this evil to grow, or that God expects us to be victims of this or any

horror perpetrated on His beloved humanity without standing up for what is right and good and

just. If the Patriots of the Revolutionary War had thought like that,  there would never have been an

America to begin with. And God blessed America. "Justice, justice shall you pursue." (Deuteronomy

16:20.) “The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing.” ― Edmund

Burke

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

So why does God permit suffering? Let him answer.www.jw.org/.../search

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

smi7896

OhioN., this commentary section is usually \lled with higher than average IQ people,  hence their

ability to see through the oPcial narrative.  In my experience devotion to deeply religious beliefs

usually dissolve into agnostic but not necessarily atheist beliefs among smarter,  more questioning

folks.
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Posted On 05/01/2021

 

RuthAnn33

Wondering about the security of Switzerland?  They are part of the corruption involved with our

country's election.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Martix

Agree big time Bro, keeeeeep  in mind that the BIS, is located in this same Country....The Central

Bank of ALL Central Bank....Sounds a bell to anyone ???

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

RobinVnity

I don't understand how we can be discussing both "gain of function research" and then "no virus exists."

From what I've read, there was extensive gain of function research in Wuhan including getting human

ACE-2 receptor genes into mice to experiment with. So just because we may not be able to detect the

virus accurately doesn't mean it isn't there. People are getting wiped by something - look at India now.

OK - UPDATE - I watched the suggested video and it is showing a picture of a woman lying on the

sidewalk stating she's a covid victim, but the picture is actually from a gas leak 11 months earlier. So

the media is lying.

Posted On 05/01/2021
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JenniferG58

India now?  India's main crisis is hunger, due to the covid restrictions.  "Case" numbers are up due

to a strange ramp up in testing of asymptomatic people.  They were doing \ne re covid until the

vax rollout.  The media have been using video footage from last year's gas leak accident for the

propaganda.  Doctors in Delhi describe an ongoing oxygen shortage that govt has not resolved -

not due to an abundance of 'cases'.  Daily deaths in India average 2,700.  Using numbers out of

context is meaningless.  The current 'surge' due to the 'vaccines' relates to about 0.002% of the 1.4

billion population.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

auggie123

since the peeps in India are dark skin their Vit-D pick up prolly is low  -  it's the perfect storm and

the criminals in charge think nothing of introducing death via manipulating a virus into the

population - just a theory - plus the Chicoms hate India as a competitor...

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

moebears

Take what you're seeing in the corporate media about India, or anything else for that matter, with a

very large grain of salt. Fear porn is their business model.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

karibulindagmail.com

@Robinin\nty Cold it be shedding from the vcc2ns?
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Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Charly ali

If you read enough articles, and watch Dr. Mercola's video interviews of Nobel Prize winning

Scientists, you see that there is a dichotomy of ideas, going on. That is part of the ruse, and the

cover for the rollout of 5G. There de\nitely is GOF research, and an actual virus hasn't been

isolated. It only appears on a computer model. Yet, is it possible that there is a synthetic virus out

there? This I have wondered , too. The PCR testing at too many cycles, the changes in de\nitions of

Pandemics and Herd Immunity, all lead to fraudulent science.  So this makes it easy to 'mask' what

the agenda is, As far as I can tell. People fear the unknown. Don't give up your freedom for it,

though.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

davidrw

Short Video on India Situation: What does the Current Data Say?  Ivor Cummins has the facts

https://youtu.be/vg4aUqjH4N4

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

Yes look at India now, not standing back looking from a distance with a telescope of fear but

leaning forward courageously with an analytical microscope of truth.www.youtube.com/watch

 Stop the fear mongering.
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Posted On 05/01/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

Look at India through the eyes of Ivor Cummins www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

Tiggy22

I am beyond thrilled that the 2 books I ordered ( one for me, one for my Son ) arrived yesterday safe &

sound .Thanks to everyone on this site for helping to keep,  & put the truth out there. Here in Scotland

today, we have a march in Edinburgh, about this joke plandemic ! Not everyone is blind, & that's so good

to know  Although there was a very peaceful march last Saturday in London, & the BBC never even

mentioned it. Despite the fact there was around half a million there. no upset at all, until the police

turned up ! We watched all the evidence on Uk column news ...a BRILLIANT programme ! Catch it if you

can. Love to all like minded people out there. Remember, we are strong, because truth is on our side x

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Charly ali

Awesome, Tiggy!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

smi7896
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Tiggy, loved your post!  Me and the wife are going to Scotland soon!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

jdarnall64

We should all thank Dr. Mercola  for his consistent desire for the truth relating to this virus. His

research is the best bar none. We also appreciate getting this information to us so we can pass it on to

others. I also encourage everyone to make sure to everyone makes his website a favorite yo follow

daily. Dr. Mercola also has great products for health that shouldn't be overlooked. Thank you Dr.

Mercola!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Lakhana13

I challenge Dr. Mercola and his guests to get hold of the COVID shots, surgical masks and the PCR

cotton test swabs for COVID and send them to a reputable laboratory for detailed analyses. Why hasn’t

anyone done a detailed analysis on the shots and masks showing the strange black \laments? Instead

all we get is basement Joe with a light microscope. Every one of his guest speakers can pool their

money together to cover the costs. There are a few states headed by GOP governors who have the

resources to conduct the analyses. I am sick and tired of average people discovering items in swabs

and masks, and then putting it on the Internet when all these doctors warning us have the resources to

do the same but through trustworthy laboratories. Enough of this game wherein we are told by these

doctors this, that and the other when it is ALL SPECULATION NOT BASED ON SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE!

Show us the evidence through reliable laboratory \ndings. We look to these doctors for SCIENTIFIC

EVIDENCE and all we get is opinions. Enough. Show us the proof. Please listen to this and wake up!

 The Passing Of Something...Spike Protein Or  Virus (Or Both) ...from The Vaxed To The UnVaxed...Is

Clear And Resulting Serious Illness  Is Now Clear - Worse By The Day

mediaarchives.gsradio.net/.../rense_042821_hr3.mp3  and this: Spike Protein Shedding...And Dr Don

Yeadon  - mediaarchives.gsradio.net/.../rense_042921_hr1.mp3
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Posted On 05/01/2021

 

auggie123

clear rum may help control the covid: Traditional uses and bene\ts of Rum A single 1.5 oz serving

can reduce anxiety and contribute to a solid night’s sleep. Antimicrobial properties of rum can help

prevent a common cold. By increasing the mineral density of bones, rum helps prevent

osteoporosis and assist in alleviating arthritis. It helps \ght and prevent muscle pain. Rum can

combat peripheral artery diseases and can also act as a blood thinner – even heart attacks can be

reduced though its consumption. It can be great for preventing Alzheimer’s disease, reducing the

risk of getting dementia, and can even help to prevent Cancer. Drinking it in moderation can

potentially prolong your lifespan by two to \ve years! (Just don't let the commies know)

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

333mary

Lakhana 13--Find video by Dr. Lee Merritt

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

harvelicious

Lakhana13 - I sincerely appreciate your valued insights, knowledge, experience, intestinal fortitude

& commitment to truth & freedom. I also understand that you communicate with Dr. Judy Mikovits

& are in her camp, so to speak, for which, goes for many of us. However, the only issue that

concerns me with Dr. Mikovits is with regard to her belief/understanding as to what "isolation" is.

You appear to, as does Dr. Mikovits, be at odds with Dr. Kaufman & Dr. Cowan over this issue. Due

to your ineuence on this forum & in your community, I wanted to approach you with this issue due

to its critical signi\cance & importance. In weighing both positions & with the understanding
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through reviewing numerous scienti\c white papers & published scienti\c information, as well as,

opinions from other doctors & of what the de\nition of "isolation" means from both a common

dictionary & as per the medical de\nition prior to that being altered in 1954 by the WHO & greater

scienti\c community, under the ineuence of the Rockefellers, Dr. Kaufman & Dr. Cowan's

explanation resonates as logical, absolute & being correct. Please review the following video & see

if the follow-up explanation by Dr. Kaufman & Dr. Cowan makes sense & resonates with you.

odysee.com/@DrAndrewKaufman:f/Judy--Tom-C-1-28-21-edited-compressed1:6

Furthermore, does it make sense to anyone that, as of the morning of May 1, 2021, the main

scienti\c GISAID genome database has 1,334,992 SARS-CoV-2 complete genome sequences, but,

yet, not one isolated & puri\ed sample of SARS-CoV-2? https://gisaid.org . Of these "in silico"

generated genome sequences, there is about 5,600 (& growing) patented SARS-CoV-2 genome

sequences. It should be glaringly obvious the deception, fraud & criminality that is occurring.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

shannonaz

Lakhana:  I think the reason they don't is that this site or anyone who does what you propose would

be de-platformed.  They have to walk a \ne line in getting the truth to us, but not crossing it so

much that they get completely censored.  They can make more of a difference & support a

resistance by maintaining a media presence. Remember the FDA & other powers that be are

watching their every move waiting for the excuse to silence their voice.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Elleanee

You’d need a high level biolab to examine the toxic ingredients of the gene therapy shots. The

ingredients in there are contagious as well as horrifying.
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Posted On 05/01/2021

 

LuckyinSA

Lakhana, Thank you for the links.  Extremely frightening information.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

altierokgmail.com

Someone commented the spike protein is PRIONS or mad cow disease. Dr Judy Mikovits also

spoke of PRIONS. The SPARS pandemic documents {covid blueprint} also says the vaccine will

cause PRIONS.  Now I watched an interview on stopthecrime.net by Deborah Tavares of a targeted

individual{TI}  The govt experiments on people with this nanotech.    Ive done research since last

march and this is the mot mind blowing interview one could ever see. I cant remember the title of

the video but includes famine and DNA.  It is also on israeli news live   {yt}   The person interviewed

ALSO speaks of PRIONS{mad ow disease}  This TI knows about the nanotech personally and the

incredible evil planned for all of us.

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

Kevin131

Xactly, DARPA hydrogel nano assembly antennas, silicone based nano morgellons prob parasites,

radioactive material powered nano chip sets, everything they wanted us to inhale from the

chemtrails, they discovered would be better applied, more cost effectively, under the false pretense

of a medical emergency, caused by the use of weaponized EMF 5G directed energy devices. The

want a 24-7 data collecting, transmitting, tracking and targeting nano chip set in every human

brain, for full enslavement and push button genocide of the masses at the whim of the

psychopaths with one button.
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One f u c k up, one bad solar storm, could accidentally wipe out all of the nano-infested slaves,

causing a mass human extinction event. Ivermectin destroys the nano weapons, as well as

colloidal silver, stock up on both, they're going to be more valuable to preserving your

Independence than gold, and more practical than \rearms, because your \rearms are useless if

you're imbedded with DARPA tracking tech, they'll use orbital 5G satellites (Amazon and Tesla) to

target you remotely and kill you with weaponized 5G, they won't need the military or the police to

kill you, unless... you're free of nanoweapons, don't carry a smart phone(spy sitter), and are

employing attenuation armor to block and dissipate 5G and other radio frequency weapon

systems. Ivermectin, safe for Guinea pigs, in a world where we're all being used as Guinea pigs!

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

Healthseeker_54

Kevin, can you expound on Ivermectin destroying the nano weapons? Will Ivermectin destroy the

lipid nanoparticles in the vaccine, or am I oversimplyfying? Thanks!

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

tladyblue

@Lakhana and everyone else: I listened to the radio podcasts you linked and found them very

informative enough to share my own experience.Lately I've been surrounded by the vaccinated

boasting about how they are now safe because of their recent jab. Some have literally grabbed me,

gotten close to my face and asked-in a concerning way of course, why I haven't gotten mine?!

Guess what? I'm now convinced I have it! A few days ago I started having a sore throat, feeling tired

and today noticed I can't smell or taste anything. The only people I've been in close proximity with

have been vaccinated or had a recent recovery and still have antibodies. One person I remember

being at work the same day after her second jab was complaining about feeling sick, yet didn't

hesitate to be on top of anyone in her way.
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Even more Interesting is at the beginning of the year, many at work came down with Covid (some

didn't even realize they had it) yet I didn't catch it despite being in very close proximity and even

hugging one. I asked about shedding a long time ago on this thread but got no response. I probably

won't get one now either but thought I should post my experience since I'm a real person and

actually bought the book by Dr. M. I'm torn about getting tested but plan on quarantining until safe.

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

davetruman55gmail.com

My understanding is that Gates 'appropriated' the code for MS DoS, rather than having developed it

himself. I forget the exact details of this, but it certainly runs true to character.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

bowgirl

Yes, he "bought out" his partner who actually wrote the code, of similar story,  if  I remember

correctly.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

dog1678

Gates is known as an unrepentant thief from his earliest days.

Posted On 05/01/2021
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connierod

Maxwell,  best comment ever: “A real pandemic wouldn’t require a 24/7 ad campaign” OMG, that is so

true!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Cabochon

The monopoly of data extraction by Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon and Microsoft has continued too

long as a phenomenon unregulated both by governments, market forces and healthy competition from

other media platforms. Even the idea of keeping data as the property of the common good would be

preferable but the bottom line is that my preferences and personal information have not been handed

over voluntarily to big tech who harvest, store and utilise it without my consent. But while almost every

large or small business requires membership of at least a closed Facebook group presence, it seems

nearly impossible to interact with businesses without social media membership. This applies in

particular to natural health websites which often include opportunities for training, discussion of topics

or products of interest.

Increasingly there is a feeling that these are not the product - the product is me or my personal data

when I sign up. If the internet continues to act as our virtual High Street, alternative platforms are

urgently needed along with oPcial regulation in the form of legislation and penalties for infringement.

 We have the Trades Description Act, Health and Safety and numerous other restrictions to protect

shoppers. The Wild West of the internet was not foreseen by its inventor and it’s time the cowboys

brandishing their weapons were reigned in.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Glastian
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Roll on Tim Berners Lee internet2, the sooner the better!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

tan2582

Certain books not understood until you \nish reading them.  But do you really need a book to see

that?  It is enough to be observant to see that.  Humanity did pull through before, will pull off now

as well.  Sometimes wound needs to be open in order to heal....

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

01230Kalliste

First, I want to say Thank you to Dr. Mercola and his team for the Brave work that they are doing during

this third (virus) world war. I am really concerned about Dr.Mercola's life. I am an Indian-born US citizen

and can not believe what happens in India. This is a war and it just begins....Evils VS Good....God

Blessings to all

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

S.Skidmore

Covid must be a planned event for several reasons.  Event 201 laid the foundation for social media and

media suppression of vaccine criticism science before Covid 19 became a "pandemic". Why is Bill

Gates denying the Event 201

www.nationalheraldindia.com/international/why-is-gates-denying-event-2..  Was it excellent

forecasting, planning, and modeling on the part of the WEF and partners that Clade X and Event 201

turned out to be so prophetic, or was there something more to it? No Joke: Event201 handed out plush

toys to media and government participants in the shape of Corona Virus, Rockefeller Foundation
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published the plan a decade ago codenamed “LockStep”

A world of tighter top down government control and more authoritarian leadership with limited

innovation and growing citizen pushback.  Lockstep:page 18 An international tribunal found the below:

a Criminal Co-conspiracy allegedly commencing May 5, 2009 at 3pm EST in the President's room,

Rockefeller University, 1230 York Avenue, New York, NY 10065 Rockefeller Foundation - All \nancial

assets and real capital owned by those prosecuted and convicted of crimes against humanity shall be

seized and con\scated.

David Rockefeller Jr.: Life Imprisonment without Parole Bill Gates: Life Imprisonment without Parole

Warren Buffett: Life Imprisonment without Parole George Soros: Life Imprisonment without Parole Ted

Turner: Life Imprisonment without Parole Michael Bloomberg: Life Imprisonment without Parole  In

2007 \lmmaker Aaron Russo did an interview with Alex Jones about what Nicholas Rockefeller told

him that the elite Rockefellers want to RFID chip everyone on the planet.  It was supposed to happen

after 911(The Mossad & *** Cheney - Halliburton did 911 see Rebekah Roth interviews and books) but

instead they are now wanting to do it at this Covid event.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Kassie

Yes! Ha! Thank you for mentioning the stuffed coronavirus plush toys they handed out at Event

201! Just search in Images, they aren't even trying to hide it. Looks just like a happy little Covid19

plaything, right down to its fun little spike proteins. This was just one of the many elements that

convinced me months ago that this whole pandemic, and the global response, was preplanned.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Kevin131

Freemasonry, Illuminati, Rothschild, central banks, BIS, IMF, WB, CIA, FBI, AC, CFR, CoR, DARPA
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IBM, Google, FB, Twitter, most of the nano-tech companies, pharmaceutical industry, all of them,

basically, G-20 governments, all MSM media, WHO, UN, UNICEF, NASA, telecommunications

companies, vodaphone, Huawei, Erickson, Motorola, Telus, Bell, Viacom, etc. All co-conspirators,

university system, public education systems, medical and science journals, with the Zionist cherry

on top, and their luciferin Babylonian Talmud loving Satanists...

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

Lunajoy44

I would use mailfence.com instead of ProtonMail and Rumble is censored so Bitchute is best.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

brodiebrock12

What are the pros of mailfence in your opinion Luna?

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Kassie

Love Bitchute. Telegram is good, too. We need many more like these. So many people do not know

about these platforms and need to get off MSM before it's too late. I hate even saying the words

"too late."

Posted On 05/01/2021
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CMT367

Rumble also wants your CELL PHONE number, just like FB does, before you can comment. Its not

for protection against "getting locked out". It's data collection, nothing more, northing less. Your

cell phone is your private info. Don't disclose it.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Elleanee

Protonmail is great. Never heard of mailfence.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

tan2582

After last Baiden's speech  I started to look at all this globally and I don't know why but all this

resembles  1938 Germany, when Hitler came to power.  The only thing is Baiden is a puppet on the

strings.... This is very alarming bc this time war will be very different -  now one does not need to go

anywhere to conquer, it is possible to destroy from within and that is what Hitler admitted in his last

speech

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

dog1678

tan2582, Hitler's constant stomach aches \nally kept him from implementing his wet dream.

Clearly something much bigger than we can imagine is going on right now. America is almost

equally divided- isn't that the classic prescription for the start of a double-blind clinical trial? The
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relatively sudden  level of insanity and irrationality on the Left, compared to the "carrying on as

usual" American on the Right suggests some type of experiment being enacted on us. Could it be

classic BRAIN ENTRAINMENT? After all, the military had Project Star Gate using this method to

change perception. We have to accept that what's going on may be something outside the realm of

our understanding. Even crazy ideas like interference by extraterrestrials, I know, I know, it sounds

insane. But consider that the Pentagon has been dragging its feet about the UFO report due out by

June. Whistleblowers inside the Pentagon have reported that the delay on issuing the report is due

to the constant redaction of it. The top Brass are privileged crazies who each has his/her own

agenda so what's in that report is the subject of much struggle. When we get to the level of public

and private schools issuing letters to parents telling them that the use of the words "mom/mother"

and "dad/father" will not be allowed, but rather "folks" will be enforced in the classroom, we are

beyond our very limited word of "insanity". Something really big is going on. Maybe someday we

will \nd out what it is.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

tan2582

“The charm of history and its enigmatic lesson consist in the fact that, from age to age, nothing

changes and yet everything is completely different.”....

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

steelj

tan2582 - Such a wise statement.  Because of the current state of affairs, I pulled out "Brave New

World" for about the 5th time.  Once again, I couldn't slog through it.  Man does that book drag at

the beginning!  I can't get 20 pages and just have to quit.  I'm not exactly a short attention span

person, math degree with honors, love the great Greek philosophers and others like Kant.  How do

you get through that book?  My wife has exactly the same take on it.
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But Huxley is right, of course.  This is nothing new.  People have always followed corrupt and evil

leaders, to their tremendous detriment and of their own volition.  It's just who they are.  This last

250 years has been a highly unlikely happy accident in human history that was always doomed to

end right back in the cesspool, as always.  There are plenty of quotes from the founders to

illustrate how pessimistic they were of their gift lasting. God I hope I'm wrong and we pull out of

this!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

roseann.graham22protonma

Hitler was a puppet too.

Posted On 05/03/2021

 

tan2582

... unfortunately ....

Posted On 05/03/2021

 

markuzick

In India the people have \gured out the spike in deaths is from the vaccinations and they are attacking

the vaccine and lockdown pushers:

www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/civil-unrest/india-people-attack..  ***/

www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/disease/india-people-cha..  ***/

Posted On 05/01/2021
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com

If you do the maths,  the deaths in India are not high anyway. They have 1.4 billion people.  That

means that 250,000,deaths is 0.0017806% of the population.  That is less than most Countries.

 They say (a lie of course) , that we have had over 100,000 deaths in the UK.  We only have, 67

million people.,  a much higher percentage. When we were in India in 1999 the billionth person was

born there,  so in just over 20 years nearly another half billion there.  Over population is the main

problem worldwide.  Of course we have no idea what has actually happened in China,  whatever

they say is a lie,  but I am sure they will be pleased with population reduction.  Jennifer

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

steelj

Fortywinks - you seem to be correct.  This video is a good illustration of what you are saying:

odysee.com/@IvorCummins:f/short-video-on-india-situation-what-does:4   I can't vouch for its

accuracy of course. Markuzick - if that is the case the vaccines in India would be much different

than what's going on elsewhere.  Here in the U.S. we are much further along vaccinating than India

is.  There are a lot more ill effects and deaths than we are able to know about, but still people aren't

dying like they APPEAR to be in India.  Does anyone know what is different about the India

vaccines that could cause death so quickly?

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

DannyBoy62

Germany had Dr. Joseph. Mingle, America has Dr. Anthony Fauci! !

Posted On 05/01/2021
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Stephjask

I think you mean Dr. Josef Mengele aka the "Angel of Death".  But yes, just like Gates, Mengele was

and Fauci is guilty of the mass murder and torture of children.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

ina24275

Joseph Mengele!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

SALVA1ONEGIANNAOL.COM

Bill gates  could very well be mentally ill !  Doubt he is mentally ill though !  He seems to me to be a very

smart individual who could be pretending to be mentally ill for legal reasons ! If, he found to be

mentally ill he can't be held responsible for his actions ! That doesn't mean he can't be stopped due to

his actions though ! Unless those he employ's or those  who for monetary as well as political and social

 reasons  will defend him in some way  for their role in any collusion implicating them !

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

brodiebrock12

He knows exactly what he is doing!

Posted On 05/01/2021
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Elleanee

Does anyone really think Gates will ever be held responsible?  Gates and his family are related to

the Rockefellers. Those folks don’t pay for any of their deeds.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Kevin131

Cocaine addiction is a mental illness, Bobbing Bill Gates doing the Hitler shu~e on the stand of his

anti-trust trial, he's not a genius, he's a rich criminal who can afford to pay for the services of bright,

capable people, to do his bidding, the same way he used the work of others to create DOS and

windows. I bet those people are either dead, disappeared, or kicking themselves in the *** for ever

helping to enable this psychopath eugenics Satanist!

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

kurlikew

A note about protonmail - I opened an account with them, but I found that some people were not

receiving my emails.  It seems that at least sometimes, unless your recipient speci\cally adds

protonmail to its list of allowable senders, yours will not reach them. You wouldn't think any domain

would just be blocked by default like that, but apparently it is.  At least for now I feel like I have to

continue to use my outlook email account, just so I can be assured that everyone is receiving what I

send.

Posted On 05/02/2021
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Kevin131

Great interview, but when it gets to the point where he's playing devil's advocate and saying if you didn't

have a choice, which vaccine would you take? First off, none of them can actually be called 'vaccines'

so it's a mute point, unless you're a hostage at a long term care facility or a vaccine injury special

needs person without the legal right to advocate for your own health, then the 'not a vaccine' Kinder

Action bioweapons are being forced on them, without legal mandate, and in complete violation of local,

domestic, national and international laws. There is always a choice, or the action is a criminal war

crime by de\nition regarding medical experimentation, period, end of. He shouldn't have bothered

asking that question, 'no, to medical experimentation' is your right, the other path, IS A WAR CRIME, by

unanimous agreement, globally! So, we see war crimes being committed on the vulnerable right now,

this is your government, ON ZIONISM!

What I did like, was the warning to compromised political classes and their puppet masters, that their

careers are over, and possibly their lives, and THAT, is a reasonable suggestion to make, because this

is not some village in Africa where Bill can practice 'nazi medicine' behind the forest of the internet

memory hole, this is a global attack on humanity using weaponized DARPA nano-parasites in the tests,

masks and vaccines, under fraudulent pretenses using weaponized 5G to cause the illnesses

worldwide, thus the conspiracy to commit biogenic enslavement and genocide is so blatantly obvious,

the perpetrators will be hunted to the ends of the Earth until they are strung up and justice is exacted!

This will end in nooses, not mooses! Or in a nuclear winter, should the criminals lose control and put

their \ngers on the last option for remaining in power, by nuking the survivors of this nano-weapons

genocide/enslavement drive.

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

altierokgmail.com

The agenda is much darker than even we know.  stopthecrime.net     also israeli news live {yt}    

deborah tavares knows all the information from TI {targeted individuals}  the science and tech these

evil people have is apocalyptic  And they have been using it on us. The vaccine  is a big jump further

and we must resist.
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Posted On 05/02/2021

 

Kevin131

DARPA witchcraft, using nano-weapons...

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

raisingconsciousness

I wanted to also share this book for your readers, it's a free 321 pages of great incite, and treatments

for viruses! Doctor Offers FREE Book to the Public on Curing Respiratory Virus Infections through

Hydrogen Peroxide

Nebulizationhealthimpactnews.com/2021/doctor-offers-free-book-to-the-public-on-cur..   Rapid Virus

Recovery: No Need to Live in Fear!  PDF link https://rvr.medfoxpub.com/

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Almond

You will have to draw your own conclusions... 60% of new covid patients have been vaccinated:

citizenfreepress.com/breaking/yale-epidemiologist-stunner-60-of-new-co..  Biden Admits His First 100

Days Were A Failure Since America Hasn't Been Completely Destroyed Yet | The Babylon Bee

babylonbee.com/news/bidens-declares-\rst-100-days-a-failure-as-americ..

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

ayrshire
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Just when he was asked what search engines to use, the sound was blocked by a second or two of

weird music. I'm on Chrome. Not sure if that was supposed to be on the tape, but the sound came back

and I then heard  Brave and one other but whatever was said before that was lost.Was this censorship

by Google? A eaw in the podcast? Anyone else hear it?

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

salesrobertsagecareers.c

Yup!  A creepy sound!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Vtmaam

I am astounded Amazon picked up the book. They are infamous for book banning and part of the

censorship problem. I know this from certain authors. People have pointed out Amazon's terms "Fire"

and "Kindle" weren't for nothing. In trying to understand this vaccine/gene therapy issue my question is

how does this gene code in the shot tell the RNA to express covid19 protein spikes? If they have

isolated the virus then why didn't they make a traditional vaccine? Also are there different types of

antibodies and if so which ones are these shots producing? My niece, a 29 year old healthy woman

with 4 young children is a nurse and received 2 injections. Weeks later she got very sick with Covid.

ADE,cytokines storm?

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

connierod

Fitmaam, “they” have been chomping at the bit to roll out Mrna “v@accines since at least 2015, if

not before. FDA wouldn’t approve it bc all the ferrets died once challenged by the actual virus.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/salesrobertsagecareers.c/default.aspx
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Unfortunately, under the EAU pandemic, FDA authorized it for emergency use. My question is why

would they do that if they knew how dangerous it was before? If you ever listen to David Ick ( who I

used to think was a crackpot) he is saying that the Mrna shot contains nano-bots that can now be

controlled with 5G. OMG - I so hope he is wrong about this!  I know this doesn't answer your

question, but just thought I would add a question of my own...

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Vtmaam

Connierod I appreciate your reply. Yeah I know Who David Icke is. Read his book Human Race Get

Off Your Knees. No doubt there is a big agenda for a Big Tech digital Transhumanism  future.  I

looked into Technocracy years ago. I have listened to many of the whistleblowers about this vax

and have somewhat of an understanding but not completely. Without a complete understanding we

just look like crackpots to those going along with the brainwashing.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Vtmaam

Well I got an answer from a friend. Look up CRISPR and creator Jennifer Doudna's Ted talk on

YouTube. Vax is a human CRISPR technology experiment. Totally part of the Technocratic takeover.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

JLM5872

I received my hard copy of Dr Mercola's book that I have pre-ordered last month, plus, I am a member
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of Audible books and save up my book earnings each month (1 book award per month, for $14.95 a

month) so I used my book award to get an audible book of Dr. Mercola's new book.  Now I have a

loan-able hard copy for others to read and have my own copy for reference any time.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

I was in my local library on Saturday with the intention of loaning Dr Mercola' book. I succeeded.

Ha ha lending books to librarians. What fun.

Posted On 05/03/2021

 

MarilynSh

Why do people think my post of the CDC fact sheet and the Drosten review are just my point of view.  I

get that all the time in Australia when I cite the universal declaration of human rights and other human

rights treaties we repeatedly break.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

RichJedi

principia-scienti\c.com/lab-analysis-at-7-universities-proves-no-covi..

Posted On 05/01/2021
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farmer_c

Mercola recommends the Brave browser. I am using the Linux Mint operating system, and Brave does

not seem to have a version for Linux. Instead I have installed the Vivaldi browser. Is that a good choice,

or are there better options? After trying the fast and simple Linux, I do not want to downgrade to

Microsoft Windows.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

mla3480

i am using Brave on IOS and it works great I also invested in Brave's BAT crypto currency. I also

have been using Duck Duck Go as a search engine for many years but i hav heard that they use

chrome and if that is true I will no longer use it.  I do not use google ever.  I  discovered Protonmail

several months ago and love it as it has end to end encryption and they also have an excellent VPN

although I use NORD as they had better prices - it too works well and is loaded on all of my

devices.  Another great project in the works is QORTAL - a block chain alternative to the centralized

internet dominated by google, fascist book and twitter.  So ironic that when google \rst started

their mantra was "don't be evil"  my how things change.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

vicbis

linux brave, I have no problems with it, I'm using archlinux  https://brave.com/linux/#linux   Others

you may want to consider 1. ungoogled-chromium 2. iridium 3. pale moon 4. midori ...And please

*Don't* downgrade to M$ !

Posted On 05/01/2021
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rojoschoxs4all.nl

I use pclinuxos and it has brave in its repository. I dont know about the vivaldi browser. Cheers

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Randyfast

I'm using various versions of Linux, with Firefox. It's easy to install add-ons such as Duck Duck Go

and Adblocker. I'm still using microshaft mail; but, I use Thunderbird as the client.  I have to

assume that most people don't even know about Linux. Let's see...Linux OS is FREE; all, or at least

most of the software is FREE - including all the disk utilities one would need (including backup);

most distributions are stable; it's much faster than windoze, requiring fewer resources and Linux is

in\nitely less invasive than windoze. IMHO, that makes the decision process very easy! I'm using

Mint 20 (Ulyana) as my main OS; and it's one of the best.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

SevagO

On Brave: any idea how to get password after you have forgotten it? I deleted app and reinstalled

but it still recognized me and required my PW which I have forgotten. I haven’t used it in so long but

was prompted by this article. I have been using dusk duck go as browser. Thanks

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

RubyG

I like a lot of what's in this article, but I'm very troubled by the endorsement of bitcoin and block chain

as elements of decentralization and freedom. Anything that's that high-tech is going to be at the mercy

https://articles.mercola.com/members/rojoschoxs4all.nl/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
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of the industrial system if nothing else. It's totally dependent on the electric power grid and bitcoin, as

a cryptocurrency is a huge user of power resources. I don't understand how those things work, but

anything that exists only in the cyberworld is at the mercy of those who control the cyberworld, even if

the speci\c applications are independently controlled.

Posted On 05/03/2021

 

JustMeOtessa

www.yahoo.com/\nance/news/bill-melinda-gates-announce-split-after-nea..

Posted On 05/03/2021

 

Suzicreamcheese

Hi there Dr. Mercola, thank you for the talk with Dave Asprey. All good info and ideas, excepting the

apparent taking for granted by Mr. Asprey, that vaccine passports are inevitable....NO.NO.NO!!!!! I

believe we create the reality we experience, so lets not preempt these passports before they even

exist! Let us imagine NOT having to live under such draconian measures, because as was said on the

talk....So many more people are waking up...enough, I believe, to tip the scales away from this comic

book fantasy dystopia  some idiots want to implement. IT IS NOT A FAIT ACCOMPLIS

Posted On 05/03/2021

 

idruid

Here in Australia there are also delays in book availability.  I checked out the Book Depository and it is

available there with a 10 to 14 day delivery time from the UK. The price is also cheaper than Amazon.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/JustMeOtessa/default.aspx
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Posted On 05/03/2021

 

StandFastPats

I feel totally ill after reading this: principia-scienti\c.com/doctors-are-paid-big-to-vax-babies

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

CMT367

You are not alone in isolation from friends / family due to your stance on the C-vax. Many

like-minds here.

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

sio6474

Shannonaz - conspiracy theory is used negatively.  Yes, we should not allow the shallow to de\ne us

with pejorative labels.   I am 'agenda aware' and claim that proudly!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

jrh6690

"The National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

(NIAID), led by Dr. Anthony Fauci, have funded gain-of-function research on coronaviruses. Several

such grants were given to EcoHealth Alliance, which in turn subcontracted some of that research to the

Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) in China". Above you see a quote from this article- in other words the

https://articles.mercola.com/members/StandFastPats/default.aspx
https://principia-scientific.com/doctors-are-paid-big-to-vax-babies/
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USA funded gain of function research in Wuhan, but no one will directly make this accusation. Dr.

Mercola is to be lauded for exposing this.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

dejure

shannonaz, those who do not believe in conspiracies are ignorant, simply stupid, or are ignoring the

truths before them, which may put them in the latter category. It would amaze me that people do not

know of well documented, including the public record, government and pribate conspiracies. For

example: * The Cook Circuit Court, of Chicago fame, was declared a RICO enterprise and many of the

judges went to prison for their conspiracies. * The U.S. government conspired to have its military

personnel watch nuclear explosions, to determine the effect it would have on them. * The U.S. Navy

Department, well aware of the dangers of asbestos for years earlier, would have shipyard workers work

in areas where asbestos was being removed and without any protection beyond a 8" pipe sucking air

out of the room (to refresh the air, including from other areas where asbestos was being tampered

with). * Government knew about STD experiments on citizens and did nothing, until pressured. *

Government puts out commercials claiming the magic jabs from four different companies will stop the

virus, which has left a bazillion dead in the streets (or not), even as the manufacturers admit they will

not stop the recipient of them from getting or giving the viruses. Our local, state and federal court case

\les contain thousands upon thousands of examples of agents of the people abusing their authority to

steal, murder, extort and so on. IN THE END, it is for good reason we have FIFTY-ONE constitutions to

bind down our agents (government is incapable of either good or ill, only the agents we allow in

government make possible doing anything in the name of government).

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Keythong

Brave is good, but many sites, especially retailers, are lazy/arrogant and stick on loads of extra site

https://articles.mercola.com/members/dejure/default.aspx
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services, so sites can fail to work properly with Brave, even with "Shields Down", so I suggest also

using a separate secured Firefox based browser for only these troublesome sites e.g. I'm using

"Basilisk" here to cope with use of the _nasty_ Google Catcha service for comments login on this site!

I think that this crisis is a symptom of a sick society, which no longer adequately regulates oligarchs'

abilities to abuse lower level classes, so developed unchecked addictions to money, power and even

evil vices, thus like some desperate drug addicts they crave and seek ever more stimulus, so have

escalated their abuse to blatantly evil censorship and 'medical' terrorism/genocide.  Most business

have been drawn into this too because of corruption of big business management by excessive

pay/bene\ts, long term Fabian poisoning of education and culture caused the emergence and rise of

SJWs (useful idiots) and NPCs (tolerant/compliant idiots) among their employees and customers, then

'medical' hysteria.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

mobove

Please do not use Brave browser. It deleted vital documents from my phone. There comments where

this browser connects to malicious sites. If you have a wallet in the phone, this browser is trying

continuously to penetrate your personal information. Please read the comments and convince yourself.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

brodiebrock12

So if not Brave than what mobove?

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Palazzolo
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This "vaccine" is not a gene therapy.  Not a therapy by medical or legal de\nition.  It is an arti\cial gene

altering pharmaceutical device.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

memyselfampi

From what I've seen Google's Chromium is what Brave uses so I seriously doubt that Brave is secure.

And ProtonMail is owned and operated by the globalists as well. It's all a ruse. They've got their claws

into EVERYTHING.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Are you saying there are no legitimate options memy?

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

memyselfampi

brodiebrock12: That's not what I said, but I don't know of any. Do you? And, what's "memy"???

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

CMT367

I've noticed that some of the alternative health free webinars (some examples are VRevealed, dr.
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Gentempo, HealthMeans) offer "private FB group membership". As soon as i see that, I don't sign

up. If you do, you're enabling FB to mine anything you post on those groups. With the worst

offerings, you can only comment on the content thru FB. No thanks.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

pam9582

I keep wondering why we would want our bodies to manufacture a genetically engineered protein of all

things. The concept makes no sense! To inject something not seen in nature, which our bodies will not

recognize or know how to deal with is obviously pointless and dangerous.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

brodiebrock12

The EGO of Man

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

sio6474

The mRNA is sent in to make fragments of the spike protein just like the one on the virus.  The

spike protein is recognized by our immune system as an invader to be destroyed.  The immune

system also remembers the signature of the spike protein so as to respond quickly in the event of

future exposure.  The mRNA is fragile and doesn't last long in the body.  Watch Sucharit Bhakdi a

microbiologist who lives in German who explains really well the potential long term autoimmune

dangers from these 'shots', and the more immediate blood clotting dangers.  He is devastated,

heartbroken, outraged that humanity is being harmed like this, especially children.
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Posted On 05/01/2021

 

connierod

Lakhana, I have never put that - Mayday- together before! Yes, theres de\nitely a need for a very loud

distress signal worldwide...

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

missmonty

Just received my Audible copy of your book Dr. Mercola. Looking forward to digging in deep and

helping others wake up to the truth. thank you.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Lakhana13

Guess what day it is? Today is Mayday. What is Mayday? It is a public holiday and an emergency

procedure word used internationally as a distress signal in voice-procedure radio communications.

We'll see if today brings about the latter.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

JerryNowacki

Dr Mercola, Dr Simone Gold, Dr Sheri Tenpenny, Dr Carrie Madej, Dr Rashid Buttar, etc, have all provided

valuable information regarding the Jabs. The discussion is over for those who have committed to their
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and the principals informed consent and God given Rights. Imo , there's nothing to discuss. We have

the information that the jabs are a lab-rat experiment and humans are the rats.. In 1981, I stood at the

base of the Georgia GuideStones wondering what the inscription was all about? It took almost 40 years

and the message is as plain as day, hidden in Plain Sight. .We are here,

1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.

2. Guide reproduction wisely – improving \tness and diversity.

3. Unite humanity with a living new language.

4. Rule passion – faith – tradition – and all things with tempered reason.

5. Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts.

6. Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court.

7. Avoid petty laws and useless oPcials.

8. Balance personal rights with social duties.

9. Prize truth – beauty – love – seeking harmony with the in\nite.

10.Be not a cancer on the earth – Leave room for nature – Leave room for nature.

These are links in the chain to control humanity.

Godspeed to us all.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

mrrobb

this is some interesting info  from  smart people   ...sign up for free  info  If you wish to start receiving

updates, email citizensforsafertech@shaw.ca with "updates" on the subject line.
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Posted On 05/01/2021

 

mrrobb

citizensforsafertech@shaw.ca w

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

bowgirl

Another great article.  All of what Dr M said is correct.  I have my own cell biology/virologist  in house,

who met with Fauci  regarding his HVI research in the 1980's. My guy has questioned so much of what

the political talking heads have told the public and is alarmed by  the reckless speed and blanket

distribution of the RNA  therapy from the start. Giving it to younger  healthy people is not sound

science until enough long term data is out. He fears the RNA will not turn off and those folks and their

progeny will be forever genetically modi\ed.  The therapy could also trigger auto immune type

response down the road, especially in certain folks. and then their is Prion disease. Yep, to all the

questions docs that have not been bought are saying.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

saradc11

What is everyone doing about their money in the bank? Taking it out? Buying gold/silver?

 Cryptocurrency worries me because so unstable. Thoughts on this?

Posted On 05/01/2021
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diane1961

My husband and I saw this coming. We bought 10 acres in a rural area last July 2020. Bought a

preowned, clean RV. We have been buying a lot of steel and fasteners.  We bought a cistern, a duel

fuel generator, a propane tank. We purchased a massive amount of composted horse manure, and

a mountain of wood chips for mulch and compost. also beans/rice, bulk seasoning, bulk salt. I’ve

purchased medical supplies, hard copies of \rst aid books, prepper/homesteading books.This last

fall, I created no till gardens utilizing cardboard topped with compost and planted seeds. We

had/have a gorgeous garden with lots of greens, bok Choi, spinach, chard, kale, lettuces.

We planted fruit trees, blueberries, strawberries and a grape orchard. Oh! And we have 16 laying

hens and a rooster and yesterday we found our broody hen who’s been sitting on eggs for weeks,

had a newly hatched chick and probably more to come today/tomorrow! We also developed an

herb bed for culinary and medicinal herbs.My husband and I are 67 and 59, respectively. It’s been a

major undertaking and much work, but bc of sites like Mercola, where we’ve practiced a healthy

lifestyle, were up for it! I’m new to vegetable gardening and I literally prayed to God upon planting

seeds, that they would produce in abundance. And we had more crops than we could eat! I’m

astounded! My husband, as a young man, was a welder. Our $50K investment into

steel is far a large barn and a small house. We invested in quite a lot of extra steel as barter/trade.

We have started on the barn \rst as it will house our sawmill. We also have literally hundreds of

fallen trees we’ve been collecting for about 4 years. We cut into planks and have sold for live-edge

conference tables, counter tops, dining tables, etc...my hubby was doing this as a side income, but

now with lumber prices as they are, we are thinking it will be in high demand. Honestly, I dont know

if what we have/are doing is a smart approach or not, but it FEELS right!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

missmonty

thinking about that as well, for some months now. Even though ca$h will soon be gone we will still

be able to use it to barter, if push comes to shove. My general thoughts are to set some back in the

mattress, just in case. blessings.
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Posted On 05/01/2021

 

chuxtuff

Check this one out which is more of a "stable coin" - https://ag57.lode.one/

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

steelj

diane1961 - What you are doing sounds perfect!  We grow all the crops and fruits you listed except

grapes and many more as I'm sure you do.  We just have a 1 acre suburban lot, but can easily grow

more than we can eat with room to spare.  No chickens allowed here but we get local eggs and raw

milk from farmers.  Plenty of hunting and \shing nearby for outside-the-system protein.  Your

situation is of course much more bulletproof with 10 acres in a rural area with your own chickens.

If there is a decent deer population in your area, it's fun and very satisfying to get a lot of clean

protein that way if it interests you.  I \gure if tshtf though, the deer populations will probably get

wiped out pretty fast.  But if it's that bad the hordes might invade your 10 acres anyway so there

may not be many places to ride things out unmolested.  Still seems like you're doing the smartest

thing.  There are no guarantees in this life and like you said, it feels right.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Martix

Creating "money" out of thin air is theft and counterfeiting...No matter who does it...Period  If you

don't touch it, you don't own it !!!
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Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Kassie

Diane1961, you are living my dream.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

sio6474

I think it is highly speculative so potential rewards are huge, so are potential losses.  I am not a

trader, but a security guard I know casually,  told me today from his $700 investment using

Robinhood, he is up $35K right now.  I guess you would have to do research online to learn more.

 The man I mentioned said when his money goes up a lot he takes out his original investment so

that he never loses that much at least.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Satpurkh

Solutions to Gates tyranny must be implemented soon, otherwise the whole world will be subdued to

his crazy agenda playing perversity with humanity.

We need freedom to unfold our true self-light, naturally programed in our DNA.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

vca2357
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¿Cuando tendra el libro covid-19 en español?- Gracias

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

katein

Where to source a nebulizer if not an Amazon fan?

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

mammywitch

katein, I bought a nebulizer and the colloidal silver based liquid to use in it from this site:

www.healthalert.com/ProductsAll  It seems fairly priced...Don't know if it's connected to Amazon

or others but have had mine for several (8-10) years now. Hope this helps.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

bowgirl

I don't have a source for you. Please understand Amazon does not own the inventory in the

warehouses. Independent business folks do. Yes, some are huge corps or international, but many

are similar to my 32 year old son who started their own business selling through Amazon. He

started his after \nishing college in 2012 with few job prospects. He held onto his college job and

started his on line retail business. He was able to build it by running it from my garage for a time

until he could afford to rent a place with a garage.

Posted On 05/01/2021
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chuxtuff

Ebay has thousands of them available...

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

katein

AMAZON PREORDER?  ....  don't trust them.  Foundations are a strategy that weakens the whole

structure of society. It's predatory at its best.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Kassie

It seems like every time I click on the book link to Amazon, the back order date is further and

further out. I wish I could say I'm surprised, but I'm not, not at all. How come I received my

pre-ordered book from Chelsea Green Publishing right on time, but a well-run business like

Amazon won't have any for weeks? I smell a rat.

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

OrganicHawaii.org

and while all of this is happening.. they are putting 5G in U.S. National Forests!! as if we need it there.

but "they" need it there for us for certain. tell them to STOP! anh-usa.org/5g-forests

Posted On 05/01/2021
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stanleybecker

trees communicate too - if you are paranoid about who is plotting against you - you have to surveil

the trees

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

bowgirl

I guess walks in the woods to discuss sensitive stuff will become tricky.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

nojusticenopeace

Dr. M. Covid is a complete deception. It’s was not released by accident or on purpose. The Emperor has

no clothes. It’s clear by the fact the cases and deaths reported are totally inaccurate. The media keeps

pumping the fear porn. While in plain sight the CDC has admitted that \nancial incentives contributed

to just about every dead body being tested and recorded as a Covid death. This is one of your articles

that imo puts you in the controlled opposition camp. Lots a truth but mixed with misinformation. I

guess at least you get people thinking about the truth here like the huge transfer of wealth.

 ourtube.co.uk/.../QJDYCVPMV2G2M5M

 www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/cdc-director-acknowledges-hospitals-ha..  

www.winknews.com/2020/09/23/cdc-shows-covid-19-has-high-survival-rate-..

 news.yahoo.com/end-the-hygiene-theater-cdc-says-173440864.html

Posted On 05/01/2021
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BillBradyKdy76

www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/who-insider-blows-whistle-on-gates-and-ga..

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

rogerdavidcook

Near my home, the worlds best COVID test is ready to roll out in MAY! It’s 98% accurate and takes just

20 minutes. If this had only been available last year there would have been no PCR induced ‘pandemic’.

www.businesswire.com/.../en  Avacta Receives Clinical Validation of APDX SARS-CoV-2 Antigen

Lateral Flow Test  98.0% clinical sensitivity for samples with PCR Ct values1 up to 31 Completing the

technical data set for self-declaration of a CE mark for professional use in early May, followed

immediately by commercial launch in Europe

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

00

Avacta states: Disclaimer: The APDX SARS-Cov-2 rapid antigen test is not currently available for

sale in the United States."

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

zinovius

What about another FB alternative which is quite popular - MASTADON ?  regardless, I really don't care

for f... social networks.  Tutanota is good as Protonmail. Updated every second week on average.  As

for Google-less/androidless mobiles, the top brand is LIBREM 5. They also produce laptops. Based on

Linux.It has quite a few limitations due for not being android. What are they exactly ? no idea so far.
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Librem5 is quite expensive though compared to others. Check their website and the forum.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

stevehello

Though my wife chose to get the Moderna vaccine and my daughter got the P\zer vaccine, I chose to

receive the Johnson & Johnson vaccine even though it’s not as effective. I would like to see the mRNA

Vaccines tested a little more before I try that new technology and I did not want to wait for the approval

of the Novavax vaccine since I am 74 years old and I do not want to take a chance on being

permanently injured or killed by COVID-9. I was afraid to ey home to see my family last year but I am

looking forward to being able to see them again in July.

Posted On 05/02/2021

 

Siriusbe1

So what is all this drama on this planet REALLY about?To quote the \rst Lord Rothschild:"Give me the

means to control the money of the world,and I will control the world."Yes it IS about control.To quote

the latest Lord Rothschild:"It's ok,it's just a drill.We're just preparing for the New World Order.First we

spread the virus,put the planet on lockdown,then we'll bankrupt the planet,invoke martial law,then

prepare for THE THIRD TEMPLE,"Jacob Rothschild,Zionist extremist Jew.The third temple???What;s he

on about???Ohhh-it's really all about the centuries old quarrel over the Temple of the Mount in

Jerusalem!!!The \rst two temples were destroyed in religious quarrels. So why not have a third world

war and mass depopulation and \nish us all over the third temple?

After all its been prophesied in the Bible hasn't it?Yes folks all this very very childish nonsense going

on is all about a big centuries-old \ght over a small piece of land considered extremely sacred by

several religious groups,Christian,Jewish,Mohammedan in Jerusalem,Israel.No wonder Israel is the

\rst country to impose mandatory vaccinations.Well, we do have to \nd some crazy way to bring

people together don't we?But let's not forget folks:the Jews are God's chosen people!!So then along
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comes dear old slogan shouting Adolf to kill six million of them.After all,the Aryans are really the

chosen people aren't they?

  Yes, the collective religiously identi\ed extremist mind is insane.All belief systems are insane and

have created divisions and coneicts on this planet.Look at the evidence of history :war and coneict

over and over again for centuries all because the mind,especially the fanatical religious mind and its

identi\cations, divides people.   The only factor that can bring the planet together in oneness is the

factor that is already in place waiting for each individual in his/her freedom to discover

it:consciousness,awareness. And the way is meditation,the inner journey to \nd yourself.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

SALVA1ONEGIANNAOL.COM

Religions may be  fanatical as well as governments !  Religions and governments are created by

men !  Men have often been extremists and insane !   However not all belief systems are extreme !

 Science can sometimes be extreme if, we allow it, to be !  Nuclear energy  advocates can be

extreme !  Their extreme views  are seem as sensible in their brain's . Their "Mind's are a another

story all together !

When we say someone has lost their mind !  What are we really saying?  The mind and the brain are

often seen as one and the same !  why is that ? Why use two different words for the same thing ?

 Neither word is descriptive of the other ! The brain is physical like a computer ! The mind is not

physical ,yet we to think of it ,that way ! At ,least we "Think" of the brain and mind as if, they were

one and the same !   We should think of the mind as a programmer like the one that a  computer or

a brain follows !  So, if, you believe in souls or spirits  - not necessarily religion  it, makes sense that

the mind can be seen as a person's soul or spirit as the programmer ! Spirits or souls can be evil as

well as men  - due to this connection between brain and mind !

Posted On 05/01/2021
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deegarzain

I have a "gut feeling" that COVID - 19 was NOT an accidental release.  Therefore, I also have a "gut

feeling" that there is a REAL vaccine out there, but that only the "elite few" will have received it BEFORE

COVID -19 made its appearance.  Just some thoughts.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

chuxtuff

You give them way too much...credit. They aren't that good!!

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

cat6071

Wow... just got back home from days down in Sarasota.  I have a feeling that the season is not going to

end when it’s supposed to!  Love Florida! I’m so glad that last May I started investing in cryptocurrency.

 Decentralized blockchains such as Ethereum are my retirement!  Look into this you guys!  You can still

buy Dogecoin cheap and it will be taking over \at currency.  XRP, ADA, XLM are all great investments!

 Download the Uphold App, or Coinbase.  Would love to hear any comments about this! Also have you

seen and read about how many women are losing babies, hemmoraging from being around injected

people?

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

chuxtuff

Here's the one crypto I participate in: https://ag57.lode.one/  Check em out...
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Posted On 05/01/2021

 

brodiebrock12

I hear you Kat on FL. I relocated from a blue state months ago and just lovin it! The destruction in

blue states is criminal, but we will see no one held to account just taxpayer $$$ pouring in to bail

out their choices. How do they get away with it every time. Destroy and get paid for it...

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

impamdoc

TU 4 your comment! We've been thinking of investing in crypto BUT don't know how- exactly- to do

it; don't laugh, please! Do we have to download something on our phones? Can we do it on a

computer website? Would we set up an account of some sort? If so, would it be linked to our back

account? How else could we get the money to them (whoever THEY are, lol!)? Am not sure what

other questions to ask you, but hoping you'll reply back; I'll keep checking back to this particular

article and look for any help you can give us! TU in advance, P

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Dianaab

When Dave Asprey talks about being calm and level, does anyone else feel like he's speaking directly to

Dr. Mercola?

Posted On 05/03/2021
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hredwood

blog.nomorefakenews.com/.../meet-the-medical-cia  Yesterday, I presented Dr. Andrew Kaufman’s

step-by-step refutation of a typical claim that SARS-CoV-2 has been isolated and proven to exist. You

\nd these “isolation” claims in many studies, in the “methods” section, where researchers describe

their procedures in detail. It’s obvious, however, that the researchers have their own special de\nition

of the word “isolated.” For them, it actually means un-isolated. It’s as if they’ve decided that “sunshine”

denotes “darkness.” These researchers create a soup in a dish in a lab. They put toxic chemicals and

drugs in the soup. They put monkey and/or human cells in the soup. There is much other genetic

material in the brew—including, supposedly, the virus.

The cells, starved of nutrients, and poisoned, begin to die. The researchers then assert THE VIRUS

must be doing the killing. Therefore, the virus IS in the soup and it is deadly. Dr Mercola it  has not even

been isolated, even Dr Wu from China CDC said it has not been properly isolated yet. But there is no

evidence that the un-isolated virus is in the soup, and there is no evidence it is doing the killing. On the

back of these absurdities, a declaration is made: there is a pandemic, and the cause is a virus, named

SARS-CoV-2.

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

derekszen

It has taken me a while, but coming through all the fear-mongering and threats of mandatory

vaccines to "keep us safe".  I don't believe there is a virus. Great thanks to  Dr. Andrew Kaufman and

Dr. Mercola who has been a 'life saver (and sanity saver) over the years.

Posted On 05/03/2021

 

don3724

I’ve followed Dr Mercola long before Covid, but if you’re being threatened and censored for providing
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information about healthcare and self care, then how can continue to post articles like this one without

threats or censorship? It’s just such a coincidence,  if you believe in them, that you “had” to take the

self care/remedies articles down right before your book comes out, thus increasing sales since now

only place to get the information is in the book??? Thus being part of the same greedy machine you

criticize

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

stanleybecker

don - you claim to be a sympathetic ally to the Mercola agenda and then show your true colors of

posting a hostile subversive rubbishing of Dr Mercola's efforts {what are yours??} - and integrity - if

you are honest you would have declared your hostility and made your dogmatic assumptions

apparent instead of attempting to undermine Dr Mercola's opposition to Lockdowns/ economic

destruction/ and political shortsightedness

Posted On 05/01/2021

 

Kassie

don3724, here's your answer: (type this in the search bar above)

Why I'm Removing All Articles Related to Vitamin D, C and Zinc and COVID-19

This article is a bit hard to \nd on this site unless you type it in the search bar, but is still active and

will explain why many articles are now missing regarding Covid19 and zinc, Vit. d and Vit c. along

with neb. treatment. There is a date of May 3rd on the article. I highly recommend that you hard

copy all info you want to save that is still available on this site, before May 3rd. Just a hunch I have.

Also, another poster informed us that buried in a recent appropriations bill that was signed into

law, there will be a $10,000 \ne for each occurrence of anyone spreading the misinformation of

vitamin or other unapproved treatments for Covid19. I am probably quoting this wrong, but you can
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look it up to clarify. Our government has clearly been hijacked. It's happening and the governed are

clueless, until after the fact. Thanks, MSM.

UPDATE: So, don3724, I just went back to the article I referenced for you and saw you had already

been there and posted on April 28th. I believe Dr. Mercola has added to his statements that he

previously had in the article. He is legally protected in his statements, but he is being PERSONALLY

THREATENED now, and also there is the issue of the appropriations bill making some of his

articles subject to possible \nes. Wake up!

Posted On 05/01/2021


